
Contact » Tod Yazdi 
866-991-TAGG (8244)

tod.yazdi@tagglogistics.com
Nevada | Missouri | Pennsylvania

Inbound/Receiving | How is the product sent to the warehouse?

Monthly Storage | How is the product stored in the warehouse?

Outbound/Order Processing | How is the product delivered to your customers?

Pallet Positions

Shelves/Bins (a)

Floor Space/Square Footage (a)

number of pallets

linear feet of shelf space

square feet

Average
Monthly

TAGG
Rate

x  $      per pallet

x  $      per foot

x  $      per sq. foot

Monthly
Rate

=  $

=  $

=  $

Single Item/SKU Pallets

Mixed Item/SKU Pallets

Small Package (i.e. UPS, FedEx, USPS)

Overseas Shipping Containers (floor loaded)

pallets received per month

inbounds per month

average minutes per inbound

minutes inbound per month

inbounds per month

average minutes per inbound

minutes inbound per month

containers per month

x

=

x

=

Average
Monthly

TAGG
Rate

x  $      per pallet

x  $      labor rate

x  $      labor rate

x  $      per container

Monthly
Rate

=  $

=  $

=  $

=  $

Order Release(a single order to a distinct address)

Pick Fee(the action of picking an item/SKU/line)(b)

x

=

number of orders per month

number of picks per order

average orders per month

number of picks per month

Average
Monthly

TAGG
Rate

x  $      per order

x  $      per pick

Monthly
Rate

=  $

=  $

Fulfillment Cost Calculator

 Data provided by client.
 Pricing provided by TAGG.
(a) » Shelf/Bin storage and storage based on square footage
are often a fixed monthly rate.
(b) » Estimated pick fees are typically determined on a per 
order basis and then multiplied by the average number of 
orders per month as shown.
1. » Any material sourced by TAGG will be on a cost + basis.  
Common material includes shipping cartons, void fill, stretch 
wrap, pallets, etc. Clients can provide their own material or 
take advantage of TAGG’s bulk buying rates.
2. » IT setup and integration may result in a one-time,
start-up fee, dependent on the integration.
3. » Based on the account requirements, there may exist
a fix monthly Administrative Fee.
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Give TAGG a call for your
free, no obligations, quote!

Notes:

After listening to the types of services you are looking 
for, we will quickly give you the pricing necessary to 
complete this sheet and estimate your outsourcing cost.
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